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1 Introduction

During the last years, several grammarians have argued for linguistic descriptions of language that
use the concept of discontinuous constituents (Reape, 1991, 1992, 1994; Pollard, Kasper and Levine,
1992, 1994; Kathol and Pollard, 1995; Kathol, 1995; Müller,1995, 1997, 1999a; Richter and Sailer,
1999; Donohue and Sag, 1999; Penn, 1999).

Reape (1991) notes that it is possible to develop grammars based on the concept of discontinuous
constituents which span every subset of an input string. Thecomplexity of the paring problem for
such grammars is at least exponential in both time and space.As Reape (1991, p. 62) has argued for
the processing of grammars with discontinuous constituents and as Carroll (1994) has demonstrated
for different parsing strategies for grammars with continuous constituents, such theoretical values are
not of much help when it comes to practical systems. In the following I will compare two grammars
for German: one that assumes continuous constituents and one that allows for discontinuous con-
stituents. I will show different ways to account for the German data and I will explain why I believe
that grammars with discontinuous constituents are more appropriate for systems that analyze German
sentences. This claim will be supported by a statistics computed from 10,000 utterances taken from
theVerbmobil corpus.1

2 The Phenomena

2.1 Relatively Free Constituent Order in the Mittelfeld

In German, complements and adjuncts of a head can be ordered relatively freely. For instance, with
a ditransitive verb likegeben(give), all six permutations of the arguments are possible, provided
appropriate context and intonation. In general the possability to permute constituents depends on a
broad variety of interacting constraints as for instance animateness, heavyness, definiteness. See for
instance (Behagel, 1930; Drach, 1937; Hoberg, 1981; Höhle,1982; Uszkoreit, 1987).

†Thanks to Dan Flickinger, Anette Frank, Bob Kasper, Tibor Kiss, Kai Lebeth, Detmar Meurers, Gerald Penn, and
anonymous reviewers for discussion and/or comments on earlier versions of this paper.

This work was supported by the Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft, Forschung und Technologie (BMBF)
(Project Verbmobil, Part 2.4, Grant Number 01 IV 701 V0).

1OnVerbmobil see Wahlster (2000).
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(1) a. Deshalb
therefore

gab
gave

der
the

Mann
man

der
the

Frau
woman

das
the

Buch.
book

‘Therefore the man gave the woman the book.’

b. Deshalb gab der Mann das Buch der Frau.

c. Deshalb gab das Buch der Mann der Frau.

d. Deshalb gab das Buch der Frau der Mann.

e. Deshalb gab der Frau der Mann das Buch.

f. Deshalb gab der Frau das Buch der Mann.

Verbs likekaufen(buy) take four arguments (see Kunze (1991)), and as Wegener (1985) argued con-
vincingly, some of the so-called “free datives” have to be analyzed as complements as well.

(2) Deshalb
therefore

kauft
buys

Karl
Karl

von
from

Hans
Hans

für
for

fünf
five

Mark
Marks

seiner
his

Frau
wife

ein
a

Buch.
book

‘Therefore Karl buys a book for his wife from Hans for five Marks.’

In principle, all permutations of the five arguments ofkaufenare possible. For sentences with five
arguments the number of possible permutations is 5!= 120.

2.2 Verb Position

There are three possible verb positions in German sentences: verb first position (3a), verb second
position (3b), and verb last position (3c).

(3) a. Liebt
loves

der
the

Mann
man

die
the

Frau?
woman

‘Does the man love the woman?’

b. Der Mann liebt die Frau.

The man loves the woman.’

c. daß der Mann die Frau liebt.

‘that the man loves the woman.’

Verb second sentences are usually analyzed as derived from verb first sentences by the fronting of one
constituent.

2.3 The Predicate Complex

Verbs that embed an infinitive withoutzu and verbs that select for participles form a complex with
their verbal complement (Hinrichs and Nakazawa, 1989a). Furthermore, some of the verbs that select
an infinitive withzu form a complex (Kiss, 1995).

(4) a. Hat
has

er
he

den
the

Mann
man

der
the

Frau
woman

das
the

Buch
book

von
from

Karl
Karl

für
for

fünf
five

Mark
Mark

kaufen
buy

lassen?
let

‘Did he let the man buy the book for the woman from Karl for five marks?’

b. weil
because

es
it

ihm
him

jemand
somebody

zu
to

lesen
read

versprochen
promised

hat.
has

‘since somebody promised him to read it.’
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Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1989a) suggested analyzing these verbal complexes via argument attraction,
essentially a lexical variant of a functional composition combining the two verbal functors. For (4b)
this means thatzu lesenandversprochenform a verbal complex. The complex inherits all arguments
of the verbs that are involved in the complex formation, i.e., for the complexzu lesen versprochenwe
havejemand, ihm, andesas arguments. Since all arguments are dependents of the verbal complex,
it can be explained why these elements can be permuted in the same way as normal complements of
one single verb can be (see the discussion of (1)).2 Note that the number of arguments of the complex
kaufen lassen hatis six. In principle, this addition of arguments can be iterated.

(5) weil
because

Hans
Hans

Cecilia
Cecilia

John
John

das
the

Nilpferd
hippo

füttern
feed

helfen
help

läßt.
let

‘because Hans lets Cecilia help John feed the hippo.’

Füttern is a transitive verb.Helfentakes a subject, a dative NP and a verbal complex. The complex
füttern helfenhas three arguments.Lassentakes a subject, an accusative object (which is linked to the
subject offüttern helfen) and a verbal complex. The complexfüttern helfen läßthas four arguments.

Restricting the number of complements that a verbal complexmay take is no less ad hoc than limiting
the number of center self-embeddings. Restrictions on the number of arguments should not be part of
a competence grammar.

2.4 Extraposition

Extraposition is a dependency, which is nonlocal in nature,even if the the constraints which are im-
posed on this dependency differ from those found with fronting as the classical nonlocal dependency:

(6) a. Karl hat mir [ein Bild [einer Frau _i ]] gegeben,
[die schon lange tot ist]i .

b. Karl hat mir [eine Fälschung [des Bildes [einer Frau _i ]]] gegeben,
[die schon lange tot ist]i .

c. Karl hat mir [eine Kopie [einer Fälschung [des Bildes [einer Frau _i ]]]] gegeben,
[die schon lange tot ist]i .

‘Karl gave me a copy of a forgery of the picture of a woman who has been dead for a long
time ago.’

Relative clauses can be extraposed from an arbitrarily deeply embedded NP. The same holds for com-
plement clauses, as I have shown in (Müller, 1999a, Ch. 13.1.1).

The number of extraposed constituents is unlimited in principle, as (7) shows.

(7) Ich
I

habe
have

gearbeitet
worked

[an
at

diesem
this

Abend]
evening

[in
in

der
the

Kneipe]
pub

[als
as

Kellnerin].3

barmaid

‘I worked as a barmaid in the pub that evening.’

2The possibility to scramble the complements of the embeddedverb with the arguments of the matrix verb has been
denied for various classes of embedded verbs. However, thatbasically all permutations are possible becomes clear if one
takes the data that was discussed by Bech (1955, p. 136), Bierwisch (1963, p. 125), Jacobs (1991, p. 20), and Haider (1991,
p. 5). The permutation of elements with the same morphological case is restricted by performance factors in both simplexand
complex clauses. See Kuno (1980, p. 175) for Japanese and Müller (1999a, p. 172–173) for German. A detailed discussion
of predicate complex constructions and more references canbe found in (Müller, In Preparation).

3Spiegel, 23/1997, p. 122
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In (7), three PPs are extraposed. The PPs are adjuncts and areas such not subcategorized by the verb,
i.e., they are not predictable.4 See section 3.1.4 for the consequences of this fact for some analyses.

3 Continuous Constituents

3.1 Linguistic Theory

Like GPSG, HPSG divides the grammar into Immediate Dominance and Linear Precedence rules (LP
rules). In GPSG, LP statements play the role of constrainingorder in local trees. While in HPSG
larger linearization domains are possible, as is discussedin section 4, most HPSG publications have
implicitly adopted the GPSG conception of applying LP rulesto local trees only.

3.1.1 Relative Free Constituent Order in the Mittelfeld

3.1.1.1 Flat Structures

To account for the constituent order freedom in (1), Uszkoreit (1987) suggested a flat structure. Since
all complements in figure 1 are in the same local tree, they canbe permuted as long as no LP rule is
violated.

Gab

V[fin, SUBCAT < 1 , 2 , 3 >]  3 NP[dat]

mir das Buch

 1 NP[nom]  2 NP[acc]

S[fin, SUBCAT <>]

H C C C

Maria

Figure 1: Flat Structure:Gab mir Maria das Buch?

The problem with this approach is that the number of rules that is needed is quite big. There have
to be rules for intransitive verbs, for transitive verbs, for ditransitive verbs, and for verbs with four
arguments. If the verb appears in initial position, it is possible that there is a verbal complex at the
right periphery of the clause. In order to account for this, the number of rules has to be increased again.
In German, adverbs can be placed anywhere between the complements. The number of adverbs is not
restricted. If this has to be reflected in the grammar rules, the number of rules is infinite. Even if one
restricts the number of adverbs in an ad hoc way, the set of rules will be huge.

4Note that some recent versions of HPSG treat adjuncts as complements. Adjuncts are introduced into the subcat list of
their head by a lexical rule (van Noord and Bouma, 1994). Withsuch an approach the problem is shifted to another place and
lazy evaluation techniques are needed to process the grammar. Lazy evaluation means to wait with the executation in one
branch of the program until enough information is available. Not all systems that are used to process HPSG-like grammars
have built in machinary that allows for lazy evaluation.
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3.1.1.2 Binary Branching Structures

The problems that one has with flat structures disappear if one uses binary branching structures. A
head is combined with one complement at one projection step.At each projection step it is possible to
combine the projection with an adjunct. So it is trivial to account for the free appearance of adjuncts
in the GermanMittelfeld.

However, it is not trivial to account for the free ordering ofcomplements. Sinceer, anddas Buch, and

das Buch

 2  NP[acc]

gab

 3  NP[dat]

C H

dem Mann

 1  NP[nom]

er

V[fin, SUBCAT < 1 , 2 >]

V[fin, SUBCAT < 1 , 2 , 3 >]

HC

HC

V[fin, SUBCAT < 1 >]

V[fin, SUBCAT <>]

Figure 2: Binary Branching Structure:er das Buch dem Mann gab.

dem Mannare not sisters in a local tree, they cannot be permuted freely. There are several solutions to
this problem: Gunji (1986), Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1989b),Pollard (1990), and Engelkamp, Erbach
and Uszkoreit (1992) suggested using a set rather than a listto represent valence information. In head-
complement structures, two elements can be combined if the complement is an element of the subcat
set of the head.

The problem with such an approach is that one gets spurious ambiguities for constructions where the
head is in the middle. An example would be the head noun in an NPanalysis.

(8) a. der
the

Entschluß
decision

zu
to

gehen
go

b. seine
his

Behauptung,
claim

daß
that

Gysi
Gysi

ein
a

Spitzel
spy

war
was

‘his claim that Gysi was a spy’

c. das
the

Bild
picture

von
of

Maria
Maria

In sentences like (8) the head noun could be combined with itscomplement (zu gehen, daß Gysi ein
Spitzel war, von Maria) or with the deteminer (der, das) or subject (seine) first. To solve this problem
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one had to assume either a DP analysis, i.e., an analysis where the determinator and the subject is the
head, or introduce a special valence feature for determiners and subjects of deverbal NPs.

Another example of a case where spurious ambiguities arise is the conjunction in coordinated struc-
tures, if they are treated as the head of the construction, assuggested by Paritong (1992).

A further problem with the subcat set approach is that one needs a second list for principles and
mechanisms that rely on the order of the subcat list, as for instance the Binding Theory, some versions
of Case Principles (Heinz and Matiasek, 1994; Müller, To Appear), and other prominence related
phenomena likeVorfeldellipse(so-called ‘Topic Drop’) (Fries, 1988) and free relative clauses (Müller,
1999b).

An alternative with almost the same problems is a relaxationof the subcat principle. If one allows
the subcat principle to take an arbitrary element from the subcat list, it is not possible anylonger to
formulate principles that refere to elements at a certain position of the subcat list of a phrase. As
Detmar Meurers pointed out, that with this approach principles that rely on the order of the subcat list
possibly may be formulated at word level, since there the order information is undisturbed.

Uszkoreit (1986) suggested using a lexical rule that for each verb licences lexical entries with permuted
elements in the subcat list for all possible permutations ofthese elements. This means that at least six
lexical entries are licensed for a ditransitive verb likegeben.5 This considerably increases the lexical
ambiguity. Furthermore the approach has problems with spurious ambiguities that cannot be solved
without stipulatations. To see this consider the example in(9).

(9) Dem
the

Mann
mandat

gab
gave

er
henom

das
the

Buch.
bookacc

‘He gave the man the book.’

The fronting of constituents in German is usually analyzed in terms of a nonlocal dependency: A
complement of the verb is removed from the subcat list by the saturation by a trace, a unary projection,
or by a lexical rule. The complement is introduced into a list(SLASH) and percolated up the tree and
then realized to the left of the finite verb. The problem with (9) is that it can be analyzed with two
lexical entries that have the subcat lists shown in (10a) and(10b).

(10) a.
D

NP[nom], NP[dat], NP[acc]
E

b.
D

NP[nom], NP[acc], NP[dat]
E

Only the nom and acc are realized to the right of the finite verb andnom and acc have the same
order in both orderings in (10). With an analysis of extraction based on lexical rules an order for rule
application could be stipulated, i.e., the extraction lexical rule could be restricted to apply before the
permutation lexical rule. With the other two approaches oneis forced to assume exception features
that block the extraction of an element that was permuted by the lexical rule.

Note, that the problem would disappear if permuted elementswere extraction islands as is assumed
in various GB publications. Then all reordered elements could be marked as islands simultaneously
blocking the extraction of the element in the subcat list itself. I have shown in (Müller, 1999a, p. 101)
that permuted elements are not islands. Therefore the spurious ambiguities in (9) can only be avoided
by ad hoc features.

5Uszkoreit (1986) assumes even more than six lexical entriesfor gebensince his lexical rule instantiates all features that
are relevant for linearization. All these different permutations and instantiations give rise to 18 different lexicalentries for a
ditransitive verb.
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Depending on the way nonlocal dependencies are introduced,this is a problem for the subcat-set
approach and for the approach with the relaxed subcat principle also. If the nonlocal dependency is
introduced in syntax, i.e., by a trace or by a unary projection, it is not clear at which position in the
tree the introduction has to happen. This basically is equivalent to the problem of linearizing traces in
an account that assumes flat structures.

3.1.2 Verb Position

3.1.2.1 Flat Structure

If a flat structure is assumed, the verb is in the same local tree as its adjuncts and complements, and it
can be serialized either to the left or to the right of them.

3.1.2.2 Binary Branching Structures

If binary branching structures are assumed, the verb position usually is described by head movement
analyses (Kiss and Wesche, 1991; Netter, 1992; Müller and Kasper, 2000).

To see the motivation for such an analysis, consider the structures for (11) in figure 3.

(11) Bringt
brings

Peter
Peter

morgen
tomorrow

die
the

Ladung?
load

‘Does Peter bring the load tomorrow?’

1

[ SC < 2 >]

[ SC < 2 >]

[ SC <>] [ SC <>]

Peter morgen die Ladung Peter

[SC < 2 , 1 >]

bringtdie Ladungmorgen

[SC < 1 , 2 >]

Bringt

[ SC < 1 >]

[ SC < 1 >] 1 2

2

Figure 3: Unmotivated Divergence of Structures for Verb-First and Verb-Last Sentences

Without verb movement one would get two different structures for the sentence, the first structure
being the mirror image of the second. The problem with these structures is that adverbs likemorgen
scope over different parts of the tree. Since scope in Germanis determined from left to right, the
different structures in a verb first sentence would make wrong predictions.

(12) a. daß
that

Peter
Peter

gestern
yesterday

wegen
because.of

der
the

Konferenz
conference

arbeitete.
worked
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b. daß Peter wegen der Konferenz gestern arbeitete.

c. Arbeitete Peter gestern wegen der Konferenz?

The two sentences in (12a) and (12b) have different readings. The first adjunct always scopes over the
second. If (12c) had a structure as is shown in the first tree infigure 3, the reading in (12b) is predicted
which is empirically wrong.

To cope with this problem, Netter suggests the analysis shown in figure 4. A verbal trace (13) attracts

1

2

[ SC < 3 >]

die Ladung

[SC < 1 , 2 , 3 >]

Peter

[ SC < 2 , 3 >]

bringt

3

[ SC <>]

-

H

H

HC

C

C

Figure 4: Analysis with Verbal Trace

all arguments of the verb (1 ).6

(13)

2

6

6

6

6

4

CAT

"

HEAD
�

verb
�

SUBCAT V[ LEX+, SUBCAT 1 , CONT 2 ] � 1

#

CONT 2

loc

3

7

7

7

7

5

The trace functions as the head. It combines with the complements of the verb (1 and 2 in figure 4),
and after having done so with the verb itself.

The problem with such head-movement approaches is that the trace is dramatically underspecified.
Without further constraints some parsers will build structures that cannot be used in actual analyses

6I adapted Netter’s trace in a way that the order of elements onthe subcat list corresponds to the order that is assumed
by Pollard and Sag (1994) and throughout this paper.

Note, that the problem discussed below is not a general problem of argument attraction approaches. The problem arises
just in case underspecified valance lists are instantiated by saturation of complements. If the element from which arguments
are attracted is combined with its head before any other argument is combined with this head, all valance lists are instantiated.
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since these structures do not correspond to linguistic objects. The trace can be combined with
determiners and other material that can never be complements of a verb. For a bottom-up parser the
search space will be huge. See (Müller, 1999a, p. 180–182) for an example. If the grammar contains
other empty elements, the search space will be infinite.

3.1.3 The Predicate Complex

3.1.3.1 Flat Structures

Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1994, p. 11) assume a rule for sentences with a predicate complex that is
similar to the following rule.7

(14) H[SC <>]! H, C+, VC

This rule is an abbreviation of a set of rules (see section 3.2.1.2 below). TheC+ stands for a set of
at least one non-verbal complement. The VC stands for a verbal complex that is built by the verbal
complex schema shown in (15).

(15) H! H, VC

A sentence with a verbal complex like (4a) is analyzed in the following way: With (15) the verbal
complexkaufen lassenis built. This verbal complex inherits all arguments fromkaufenand lassen.
Then (14) is used to combinehat and all complements ofhat andkaufen lassen.

3.1.3.2 Binary Branching Structures

With binary branching structures no additional machinery is necessary. A rule for the verbal complex
like the one in (15) is sufficient. The remaining work is done by the verb movement analysis: The
verb in first position takes a projection with an empty element that built the verbal complex.

3.1.4 Extraposition

There are several approaches to extraposition in HPSG that treat it as a nonlocal dependency using the
same nonlocal mechanism that accounts for extraction to theleft8 (Keller, 1994, 1995; Bouma, 1996).
Since extraposition behaves in some respect differently from extraction to the left, a different feature
calledEXTRA is used for these nonlocal dependencies.

To analyze a sentence like (7) hypotheses are introduced that the verbgearbeitetwill be combined
with adjuncts which are extraposed. This can be done by a trace, by a lexical rule, or by a unary
grammar rule. Since the number of extraposed adjuncts is unlimited in principle, a system that parses
bottom-up and that introduces such hypotheses would have aninfinite search space. Van Noord and

7Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1998, p. 132) assume the rules in (i).

(i) a. H[SC <>]! C�, Hword

b. H! H[VFORM : fin], VC

8Extraction to the left is usually called topicalization, but for German the term fronting is more appropriate since exple-
tives and fixed parts of idioms can be fronted and they are not topics. On the distributional properties of idioms see Müller
(In Preparation).
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Bouma (1994) have shown how a lexical rule based approach canbe combined with lazy evaluation
techniques in a way that makes such grammars processable.

3.2 Implementations

Many implemented systems that can process HPSG-like grammars, like for instance, LKB (Copestake,
1999), and PAGE (Uszkoreit et. al., 1994) do not have a linearization component. Grammars that were
developed in these systems use a context free phrase structure backbone. An example for such a
grammar is the grammar developed by Walter Kasper (semantics) and me (syntax) in theVerbmobil
project (Müller and Kasper, 2000).

There are other systems that allow for relational constraints like ALE (Carpenter and Penn, 1996; Penn
and Carpenter, 1999), ALEP (Schütz, 1996), and ProFIT (Erbach, 1995, 1998). Examples for gram-
mars in the latter systems are the grammar developed by Meurers (1994) and LS-Gram by Schmidt,
Rieder and Theofilidis (1996). As discussed by Meurers (1994, Chapter 4.2) relational constraints can
be used to factor out specifications from the individual phrase structure and encode them as part of
definite clauses attached to several rules. Apart from usingthis method to encode generalizations over
several rules such as the universal principles of HPSG, it can also be used to express the LP constraints
in the form of relational attachments to rather underspecified phrase structure rules. As Meurers points
out, the serious disadvantage for processing with such a grammar is that the information in the rela-
tional attachments is not available to guide the parsing process. For efficiency reasons, proceeding in
this way therefore does not seem to be an option for practicalgrammar implementations.

3.2.1 Flat Structures

3.2.1.1 Multiplying Out the Rules

If flat structures are used, there are two ways to account for the free constituent order in theMittelfeld.
Firstly, a subcat list with fixed order can be used and all possible permutations are represented in the
rules. This leads to an enormous amount of phrase structure rules which are shown in (16).9

(16) a. H! H[SC <A>], A

b. H! A, H[SC <A>]

9A reviewer pointed out to me that ALE provides the possibility to represent the rules in (i) by a single rule of the form
in (ii).

(i) a. H! H[SC <>]

b. H! A, H[SC <A>]

c. H! A, B, H[SC <A,B>]

d. H! A, B, C, H[SC <A,B,C>]

e. . . .

(ii) H ! X, H[SC X]

At the time such a schematic rule is applied in parsing, the number of daughters has to be known though. This essentially
makes it necessary that the head is found first to determine the length of the subcat list and thereby the number of daughters
involved. Therefore in ALE rules like (16a,c,d) cannot be abbreviated in this way. It is also not possible to collaps rules like
(16e) and (16g) since here the arguments are explicitly refered to in order to permute them.

Note that systems which do not provide for relational constraints the number of daughters has to be fixed anyway, since
information has to be percolated from the daughters to the mother (for instance nonlocal features and semantic indices).
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c. H! H[SC <A>], A, VC

d. H! H[SC <A, B>], A, B, VC

e. H! H[SC <A, B>], B, A, VC

f. H ! A, B, H[SC <A, B>]

g. H! B, A, H[SC <A, B>]

(17) a. H! H[SC <A, B>], A, B

b. H! H[SC <A, B>], B, A

c. H! H[SC <A, B, C>], A, B, C, VC

d. H! H[SC <A, B, C>], A, C, B, VC

e. H! H[SC <A, B, C>], C, A, B, VC
. . .

f. H ! A, B, C, H[SC <A, B, C>]

g. H! A, C, B, H[SC <A, B, C>]

h. H! C, A, B, H[SC <A, B, C>]
. . .

The first two rules are needed for intransitive verbs with theverb (H) in initial and in final position.
The third rule stands for a sentence with an intransitive verb, a verbal complex and a finite verb in
initial position. The sentences in (18) are examples.

(18) a. Hat
has

er
he

geschlafen?
slept

‘Did he sleep?’

b. Hat
has

er
he

schlafen
sleep

wollen?
want

‘Did he want to sleep?

The fourth and fifth rules stand for intransitive verbs in sentences where the verbs in the verbal complex
add an argument.

(19) a. Hat das Kind ihn schlafen lassen?

‘Did the child let him sleep?’

b. Hat ihn das Kind schlafen lassen?

The sixth and the seventh rule stand for sentences with intransitive verbs and a verbal complex in final
position that adds one argument .

(20) a. daß das Kind ihn schlafen lassen hat.

‘that the child let him sleep.’

b. daß ihn das Kind schlafen lassen hat.

In these rules the verbal complex functions as a normal head.The rule therefore can be used for
transitive verbs in final position as well.

(21) a. daß keine Frau diesen Mann liebt.

‘that no woman loves this man’
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b. daß diesen Mann keine Frau liebt.

For transitive verbs one has to add rules for head initial position (17a–b), for a verbal complex that adds
one argument with the head in initial position (17c–d), and rules for sentences with a verbal complex
in final position (17f–h). The ‘. . . ’ stand for three more rules with appropriate permutations. So for
verbs with two complements we had to add 2!+(2�3!) rules. For a maximum ofn complements we
get:

(22) 2+
n
∑
i=1

i!+2� (i+1)!

The 2 in (22) stands for the rules (16b–c), which are not part of the recursion. If one assumes a
maximum of 5 elements in the subcat list of lexical verbs, onegets 1901 rules.

If rules are processed from left to right, verb-last sentences like (23) introduce an enormous amount
of active edges since the arity of the appropriate rule is notknown until the verbal complex is found.

(23) weil Hans Cecilia John das Nilpferd füttern helfen läßt.

‘because Hans lets Cecilia help John feed the hippo.’

3.2.1.2 A Lexical Rule

If one uses lexical rules that license lexical entries with all permutations of the elements in a subcat
list, like the one discussed in section 3.1.1.2, the following 17 phrase structure rules are sufficient if
one artificially restricts the length of the subcategorization list to five elements:

(24) a. H! H[SC<A>], A

b. H! A, H[SC<A>]

c. H! H[SC<A>], A, VC

d. H! H[SC<A, B>], A, B, VC

e. H! A, B, H[SC<A, B>]

f. H ! H[SC<A, B>], A, B

g. H! H[SC<A, B, C>], A, B, C, VC

h. H! A, B, C, H[SC<A, B, C>]

i. H ! H[SC<A, B, C>], A, B, C

j. H ! H[SC<A, B, C, D>], A, B, C, D, VC

k. H! A, B, C, D, H[SC<A, B, C, D>]

l. H ! H[SC<A, B, C, D>], A, B, C, D

m. H! H[SC<A, B, C, D, E>], A, B, C, D, E, VC

n. H! A, B, C, D, E, H[SC<A, B, C, D, E>]

o. H! H[SC<A, B, C, D, E>], A, B, C, D, E

p. H! H[SC<A, B, C, D, E, F>], A, B, C, D, E, F, VC

q. H! A, B, C, D, E, F, H[SC<A, B, C, D, E, F>]

The rules in (24) list the daughters in the same order as they appear in the subcat lists of the respective
heads. The permutations are accounted for by the lexical rule. So in contrast to (16) and (17) there is
no permutation of subcat elements in the grammar rules in (24).

For a maximum ofn complements we get.
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(25) 2 + 3 * n

If one assumes a maximum of 5 elements in the subcat list of verbs, one gets 17 rules. See Meurers
(1994) for such a proposal and for other rules that are necessary to analyze constructions that have not
been discussed here. In Meurers’ grammar the number of complements + subject is restricted to three,
i.e., he has rules that are equivalent to (25a–i).

To my knowledge, there is no HPSG grammar around that uses flatstructures and that can be processed
with a system without lazy evaluation techniques10, and that accounts for adjuncts in theMittelfeld.

3.2.2 Binary Branching Structures

In grammars that use binary branching structures (LS-Gram,Verbmobil) the description of adjuncts
is less problematic, since in such a setup adjuncts can be sisters of every binary tree or terminal node.
In LS-Gram the scope facts were not accounted for. If one treats the verb position in a linguistically
motivated way, one gets performance problems due to the enormous search space (see section 3.1.2.2).

In both LS-Gram andVerbmobil a lexical rule is used that permutes the elements of the subcat list (see
section 3.1.1.2). So two binary branching head-complementrules and two predicate complex rules are
sufficient.

(26) a. H! X, H[SC<X>]

b. H! H[SC<X>], X

(27) a. H! VC, H[VCOMP<VC>]

b. H! H[VCOMP<VC>], VC

3.2.3 Extraposition

As far as I know, there is no system/grammar around that does not use lazy evaluation and handles
extraposition in an adequate way. Despite of the known nonlocality of the phenomenon, extraposition
is described by local means in both the LS-Gram and theVerbmobil grammar.

4 Discontinuous Constituents

Finally, I want to explain how the mentioned phenomena can beanalyzed with discontinuous con-
stituents. In the Babel system can process a grammar as the one described in the following directly.

4.1 Relative Free Constituent Order in the Mittelfeld

To parse the sentences in (1), a dominance structure is builtthat is shown in figure 5 on the next page.
The elements that are circled are inserted into a list which is called word order domain (DOM). In this
list the elements can appear in any order provided that no LP-constraint is violated.

This is formalized in the following way: Heads contain a description of themselves in their domain
list.

10See also footnote 4.
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er

 3  NP[dat]

C H

HC

HC

V[fin, SUBCAT < 1 >]

V[fin, SUBCAT <>]

das Buch

 2  NP[acc]

V[fin, SUBCAT < 1 , 2 , 3 >]

V[fin, SUBCAT < 1 , 2 >]

dem Mann gab

 1  NP[nom]

Figure 5: Dominance Structure for:er das Buch dem Mann gab.
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If a head is combined with complements or adjuncts or other dependent elements, these are inserted
into the domain of the head.

(29) Construction of Domains:
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The is theshufflerelation as used by Reape (1994). Theshufflerelation holds between three lists
A, B, and C, iff C contains all elements of A and B and the order of the elements of A and the order
of elements of B is preserved in C. So if a and b are elements of Aand a precedes b in A, it has to
precede b in C too.

ThePHON value of a phrasal sign is the concatenation of thePHON values of its domain elements.
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In (30),� corresponds to theappendrelation.

If a phrase like (1a) is analyzed, it gets exactly the same dominance structure as (1f). The only
difference is that the constituents in (1f) are continuous,whereas for (1a) we get the discontinuous
constituentsgab der Frauandgab der Frau das Buch. Adverbs are inserted into the domain of their
head as well. Their free appearance in theMittelfeld is therefore explained.

4.2 Verb Position

In a domain based approach the verb is in the same linearization domain as its adjuncts and com-
plements. It can be serialized either to their left in verb initial position or to their right in verb final
position. The dominance structure is identical in both cases. An example that involves a discontinuous
projection is shown in figure 6. The scope facts are explainedin a similar way: Only the order of the

S[fin]

liebt

H

H

C

C

V[fin, SUBCAT < 1 , 2 > ]

V[fin,SUBCAT< 1 >]

der Mann die Frau

 1 NP[nom]  2 NP[acc]

Figure 6: Verb First with Discontinuous Constituents

combinations of adjuncts and heads is important. The order is the same regardless whether the verb is
in final or in inital position. Linearization rules ensure that an adjunct always has scope over all ad-
juncts to its right, i.e., the last adjunct in a linearization domain is combined with the verb it modifies
first.

4.3 Extraposition

With discontinuous constituents, extraposition can be accounted for in a What You See Is What You
Get manner (WYSIWYG). Such an approach was suggested by Kathol and Pollard (1995), who com-
bine an extraposed element and its antecedent despite theirdiscontinuity. In the process of word
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order domain formation, the extraposed constituent is inserted in the higher domain separately. No
introduction of hypotheses is necessary.

5 Comparison

In the following theVerbmobil grammar will be compared with a grammar that uses discontinuous
constituents: the grammar of the Babel system, which was developed earlier and which was extended
to cover theVerbmobil data. Both grammars provide an analysis for approximately 80 % of the gram-
matical input in theVerbmobil domain (appointment scheduling and trip planning). The grammar
that uses discontinuous constituents accounts for adjunctextraction, extraposition as a nonlocal de-
pendency,it extraposition, complex fronting, free relative clauses, and depictive secondary predicates.
All these phenomena are very costly for grammars with continuous constituents.11

Figure 7 shows the amount of passive edges that are created during a full parse relative to the utterance
length. Both systems parsed the utterances of the CDs 1, 15, and 20 of theVerbmobil project. These
CDs contain 10.340 utterances. Both grammars license approximately the same number of readings
per utterance (Babel 3.09 readings per utterance and the VM-Grammar 3.49 readings per utterance).
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Figure 7: Passive edges generated by the grammars during a full parse

The figure shows that the number of passive edges grows more quickly in a system with continuous
constituents. For the curve of the grammar with continuous constituents it is important to know that
an edge limit influenced the curve in the region over twelve words. The edge limit was necessary
since process sizes of higher then 2 GB were not allowed. For unlimited parses I expect the curve
to grow in the same way as it grows up to twelve words. For a twelve-word utterance the number of
passive edges in a system with continuous constituents is higher than the number of passive edges for
a twenty-two-word sentence in a system with discontinuous constituents.

Comparing these results, one thing has to be mentioned: The size of the feature structures in a system
that uses continuous constituents is smaller than the size for structures in a system with discontinu-
ous constituents. The reason for this difference is that in asystem with continuous constituents the

11See the electronic version of this document for a detailed discussion of the phenomena including examples from the
Verbmobil domain and an explanation why these phenomena are expansive. (http://www.dfki.de/~stefan/Pub/e_discont.
html).
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daughters of a feature structure need not be stored during parsing. In a system with discontinuous
constituents however, the domain elements have to be storedin each newly constructed edge. Linear
precedence constraints can instantiate features of domainelements that are co-indexed elsewhere in
the structure. So at least the immediate daughters have to beused during parsing.

6 Summary and Outlook

It has been shown that the domain-based grammar is better suited to parse sentences with a sentence
length of up to 22 words. The search space for such sentences is considerably smaller. TheVerbmobil
corpus contains sentences with a length of up to 60 words, butthe number of sentences with more than
22 words is not significant (2.3 % of 23,547 utterances). It remains to be seen how different grammars
behave when it comes to sentences longer than the ones one finds in spoken language.

An interesting direction for further research is to implement a grammar that can be processed with
one system in two different modes: with and without discontinuous constituents. Since the part of
theVerbmobil grammar that accounts for constituent order does not interfere with other parts of the
grammar it can be separated easily and the other linearization module can be plugged in. A system that
can process both kinds of grammars is currently under development in Tübingen (Fouvry and Meurers,
2000). With such a system at hand it becomes possible to compare runtimes which is not possible now
since there are to many varying parameters as for instance system specific memory requirements.
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